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Background Information
You are acting as a business user in the financial department. Very often you are working with
financial master data, e.g., request new G/L accounts or change existing ones. In this demo script, it is
explained how you could use MDG applications to get this work done.
Note: In this demo, you log on with user MDG_REQUEST to make your master data request and log on with
user MDG_APPROVER to approve the request.

Demo Script 1: Request and Approve New G/L Account
1.1 Request New G/L Account
Explanation

Screenshot

Logon with the user
MDG_REQUEST and the
password Welcome1.

To request a new G/L
Account, navigate to Fin
Accounting Governance.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Next, click on the Manage
G/L Account Centrally tile.

Click on New to create an
account from scratch.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the next window, make
sure that you enter all
necessary information,
including Chart of
Accounts, Account /
Name, and the description.
For Chart of Accounts,
there is a search help
available to select an entry
from the list.

Select an Account Group
SECC (Secondary
Costs/Revenues) from the
search help.
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Choose Account Type
Secondary Costs from the
dropdown list.
Note: Changes will be
highlighted in orange.
While you are entering all
necessary information, error
messages will pop up to
notify you about the
mandatory fields.

Next, navigate to the P&L
Statement Account Type
and choose X from the
search help.
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Under Account
Descriptions click on
Insert and create a
description in German
language as German is the
main language configured in
the Chart of Account INT.
All mandatory fields should
be filled now.
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By clicking on Submit, your
newly created G/L Account
will be sent to the process
step.
Note: In this scenario there
is an additional step called
process step. Before you
can activate the new G/L
Account, you must first
finalize the process step,
which will be executed by
another financials
colleague.

1.2 Process New G/L Account
Explanation

Screenshot

For the process scenario,
logon with the user
MDG_EXPERT and the
password Welcome1.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Under Fin Accounting
Governance navigate to
your Change Requests
Inbox.

Click on the previously
created change request to
continue processing.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the new window, check
the information.

Since you are acting as a
second financials expert,
you can now provide
additional information to the
G/L Account while it is still in
the processing step. In this
scenario we are adding
some Company Code data.
Therefore, click on New.

In the new window, choose
the Company Code via the
search help.
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Add a Field Status Group
via the search help.
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Error message ("Posting
block required for company
code XXX") can be ignored
for now. Click on Done to
navigate back to the initial
G/L Account view.
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In the next step you can
now add the Controlling
Data by clicking on
Generate.
Note: The error message
will disappear after clicking
on the Generate button.

The new entry will be
created according to what
was entered before in the
Company Code.

Enter the mandatory field
Cost Element Category
(internal).
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After checking the account
and adding information,
click on Save.
Note: To avoid error
messages, you can perform
a check beforehand by
clicking on Check in the top
tab.

If saving the new account
was successful, a
confirmation is displayed.
Now click the Finalize
Processing button to
complete your task and
continue the workflow for
the final approval.
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1.3 Approve New G/L Account
Explanation

Screenshot

Logon with the user
MDG_APPROVER and the
password Welcome1.

After the processing step
was successfully executed,
we can now approve the
new G/L Account.
Therefore, navigate again to
Master Data - Financial
and open your Change
Requests Inbox.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Open the new change
request.

Check the information.

If everything is all right, click
on Approve.

After clicking on Approve,
the system automatically
performs a check and
displays a message that
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Explanation

Screenshot

your approval has been
successful.
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1.4 Review Requested G/L Account
Explanation

Screenshot

To review your G/L Account
request in the MDG app, log
on with the user
MDG_REQUEST and the
password Welcome1.

In your role as a requestor,
you logged on to the system
and navigate to the
S/4HANA Master Data app
to check if the request is
now available in the system.
Therefore, navigate to
Master Data.
Note: The data was
replicated from the MDG
Hub to the S/4HANA core
master data.
Click on Manage G/L
Account Master Data.
In the search view, enter the
previously generated name
for the G/L Account.
Afterwards, press GO or
enter.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Open the G/L Account by
selecting the arrow.

In the new window you can
review the previously
created G/L Account and
navigate between the
different lists, e.g., clicking
on the Company Code
Data to see if the
information provided before
will be displayed.
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